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I. I INTRODUCTION

The concept of fuzzy sets was initially investigated by an Iranian mathematician Lotly Zadehr as a new way to represent
vagueness in everyday life. Subsequently, it was developed extensively by many authors and utilized it in various applica-
tions in diverse areas (see El Naschie2 and references cited therein). To use this concept in topology and analysis, several
researchers have defined fuzzy metic space in several ways (eg, the previous studies3-s). George and Veeramanis mod-
ified the concept of fuzry metric space introduced by Kramosil and Michaleka and defined Hausdorff topology on such
fuzzy metic space, which is often used in current researches. Grabiec6 extended classical fixed point theorems of Banach
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and Edelstein to complete and compact fuzzy metric spaces, respectively. Soon after, SubrahmanyamT gave a generaliza-
tion of Jungck's8 common fixed point theorem for commuting mappings in the setting of fuzzy metric spaces. Even in
the recent literature, weaker conditions of commutativity, namely, weakly commuting mappings, compatible mappings,
R-weakly commuting maps, weakly compatible mappings, and several others, have been utilized to prove common fixed
point theorems in fuzzy metric spaces require some conditions on continuity of the maps, completeness of the space, or
containment of ranges (For more infoe-2o). Thus, research in this domain is aimed at weakening one or more of these
conditions.

In this paper, we observe that the notion of common property (E.A.) in the setting of fuzzy metric-like spaces relatively
relaxes the required containment of the range of one mapping into the range of other, which is utilized to construct the
sequence ofjoint iterates. Consequently, we obtain some common fixed point theorems in fuzzy metric-like spaces, which
improved and extended many knowu earlier results (eg, the previous studies7,10,rr,13,14,2\ ).

Before presenting our main results, we collect relevant background materials as follows.

Definition L 22,21 A binary operation *: [0, 1] x [0, U -+ [0, 1] is said to be continuous t-norm if it satisfies the
following conditions:

1. * is commutative and associative;
2. * is continuous;
3. a * 1 = oforallo e [0,1];
4. a*b 5 c*dwhenevero < candb < dforalla,b,c,d€[0, 1].

For classical examples of continuous ,-norm, we recall ,-norms T1,To arrd T, defined as I,(o, b) = max(a + b - 1, 0),
To@,b) = ab and T^(a,b) = min(o, b), respectively.

A fvzzy metric space in the sense of George and Veeramanis is defined as follows:

Deffnition 2. s The 3-tuple (X M *) is said to be afuzzy metic space ifXis an arbitrary se! * is a continuous ,-norn,
andMis afuzzy set on)P x (0, oo) satisffing thefollowing conditions for allx,y,ze Xand f,s > 0;

(GV-1) M(x,y,t) > 0;
(GV-2) M(x,y,t) = lVr > 0iffx =y;
(GV-3) M(x,y,t) = M(y,x,t);
(GV-4) M(x,L, + s) > M(x,y,t) * M(y,zs);
(GV-5) M(x,y,.) : (0, oo) + [0,1] is continuous.

Itisworthpointingoutthatdueto(GV-I.)and(GV-2),0<M(x,y,r)<lforallr>0providedx*y,(cP).Inwhat
follows, fuzzy metric spaces in the sense of George and Veeramani will be called GV-fuzzy metric spaces. It is known that,
for all x, y e X, M(x,y,.) is nondecreasing function. Several examples of fuzzy metric spaces can be found in George and
Veeramani,s Sapena,2s Gregori et a1,26 and Roldan et a1.27

Definition 3. B The 3-tuple (X 4 *) is a fuzzy metric-like space if X is an arbitrary set, * is continuous norm, and F
is afuzzy set in)P x (0, oo) satisffing the following conditions for allx,y,z e Xand f, s > O:

(FML-l) F(x,y,t) > 0;
(FML-2) lf F(x,y, r) = lVr > 0 then r = y;
(FML-3) F(x,y,t) = F(y,x,t)i
(FML-4) F(x,z,t + s) > F(x,y, r) * F(y,2, s);
(FML-S) F(x,y,.) : (0, m) --+ [0,1] is continuous.

Here, F(endowed with *) is called afuzry metic like onX.

Remark 1.4. A fuzzy metric-like space satisfies all of the conditions of a fuzzy metric space except that F(a x, ,) may
be less than 1 for all , > 0 and for some (or may be for all) x € x. Also, every fuzzy metric space is fuzzy metric-like
space with unit self-fuzzy distance, that is, with F(AA t) = 1 for all r > O and for allx e X.

Note that, the axiom (GV-2) in Definition 2 gives the idea that when x - y, the degree of nearness of x and y is perfect,
or simply 1, and then M(x,x,f) = 1 for eachx € Xand for each f > 0. While infuzzy metric-like space, F(x,x, r) may be
less than 1, that is, the concept of fuzzy metric-like is applicable when the degree of nearness of x andy is not perfect for
the casex = .y.
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Example 1. If X = [0, 1], then the triplet (X 4 xr) is afuzry metric-like space, where the fuzzy set F is defined by

F(x,y,t) =
1
r+v

2

forallr>0.

Using the following propositions, several examples of fizry metric-like spaces can be obtained.

Proposition l. 28 Let 1X, o) be any metric-like space (for the related. definittons we refer to Harondi.2e Then, the triplet
(X, F, *p) is a fu.2ry metric-like space, where the fuz4t set F is given by

F(: ktn\l,t) = 
kt^ +*r@,f

for ollx,y e X,t > O,wherek e IR, m > O and n > L.

Remarkl.T. 28 Proposition 1 shows that every metric-like space induces a fuzzy metric-like spaces. Fo r k = n = rn = l,
the induced fuzzy metric-like space (X,F,,*p) is called the standard fuzzy metric-like space, where

F,(x, Y,t) = , t," 
.

t + o\x,y)

forallAy eX,t>0.

Proposition 2. 28 Let (X, o) be any metic-like space. Then, the triplet (X, F, *p) is a fuzq metric-lilce space, where the
fuz4t set F is definedby

F(x,y,t) = s-#
for allx,y e X,t > 0, where n > L.

Example 2. LetX = N. Define * bya ,r b = ab and thefuzzysetFin)P x (0, oo) by

F(x,Y,t)= #r*
forallx,y e X,t > 0. Then, since o(x,y) = max(x,y) forallx,y e Xis afuzry metric-likeonX(see thestudyof
Harandi2e)thereforebyProposition2(X,F,*)isafuzzymetriclikespace,butnotafivzymetricspace, asF(x,x,t)=
*+rforallx>oandr>0.
glarnple 3. 28 Let X = [0, L]. Define * by o * b = ab and the fuzzy set F in )P x (0, oo) by

{
rt
if

x=y=O;
otherwise

F(x, y, t) : if x<y;
if y<x '{

x;'v
7

for all x, y e X, t > 0. Then, (X 4 *) is a fuzzy metric-like space.

We point out that the Propositions I and 2 are also hold even if we employ the minimum f-norm *, rather than product
t-norm 'r, (see the study of Shukla and Abbas2s).

Proposition 3. Let (X, o) be the bounded metric-like space, that is, there acists K > 0 such that o(x,y) < K for all
x,y e X. Then, the triplet (x,F,*) is afiizp metrtc-like space, where thefitzry set F is definedby

F(x,y,t)=t-@

for allx,y e X,t > O.

Proof. The proofs of the properties (FML1)-(FML5) are obvious. For (FML4), letx,y,z e x, t > 0, then since o(x,y) +o0,z) Z o(x,z),wehave
o(x,z)
I(+, '
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It follows from the above inequality that

**f , _o(x,y)+o(y,z).0\ < |_6(x,z).----1.- K+t '-l-' K+t'

which implies that (FML4) holds. tr

Now, we define convergent and Cauchy sequences in fuzzy metricJike spaces, and the completeness of fuzzy metric-like
spaces.

Definition 4. 28 Let (X F, *) be a fuzzy metriclike space and {x, } be a sequence in X. Then,

(i) {xr}issaidtobeconvergenttoxeX,andxiscalledalimitof {xr}ifforallf >0,

lim F(xn,x, t) = F(x,x,t)
Z+6

(ii) {xr} is said to be Cauchy if, for all f > 0 and eachp > 1, the lirnit 1im,--F(xn*r,xo, f) exists.
(iii) (X F, *) is said to be complete if every Cauchy sequence {xn } in X converges to some x e X such that

limr*-F(xn,x,t) = F(x,x,f) = limr--F(Xn*p,xo,f) for all f > 0 and eachp > 1.

Remarkl.l2. 28In a fuzzy metric-like space, the limit of a convergent sequence need not be unique, and a convergent
sequence need not be a Cauchy sequence.

Definition 5. A pair (f, S) of self mappings defined on a fuzzy metric-like space (X, fl *) is said be compatible if for
all ,>0,

j!gF(/sxn,sfxo,t) =t
whenever {x,} is asequence inXsuchthat}*/x, = jlXSxn =zfor somez eX.

Definition 6. A pair (f, S) of self mappings defined on a fuzry metriclike space (X, fl *) is said be noncompatible if
thereexistsatleastonesequence{xr}inXsuchthat \im fx" = lim Sxn =eforsomez eXbut lim F(/Sxn,Sfxn,t) *
1 or nonexistent for at least one / > 0.

Motivated from Aamri and Moutawakil,3o we can have the following:

Definition 7 . A pur (f, S) of self mappings of a fuzzy metric like space (X 4 *) is said to satisry the property (E.A.) if
there exists a sequence {xn } in X such that for all f > 0

lim F( f x",u, t) = L = lim F(Sxn, u, /)
n+6 nr@

for some u e X. Clearly, a pair of compatible mappings as well ,rs noncompatible mappings satisfy the property (E.A.).

Also motivated from Liu et al,3r we can have the following:

Definition 8. TWo pairs (f S) and (9, Q of self mappings of a fuzzy metric-like space (X,F,*) are said to satisfi the
common property (E.A.) if there exist two sequences {xn } and {y, } in X such that (v, > 0)

)y"r(f*^, u, /) = lip p1Sxo,u,t) = JiTrGyn, u, r) = JSgr(Tyn,u,t) = t.

forsomeueX.

Definition o- tz n,pur 1f,s) of self mappings of a non-empty setXis said to be weakly compatib le rf fx = sxfor some
xeXimplies"/Sx=S.t*.

Definition 10. 33 TWo finite families of self mappings {A1}i!, and {81}[-, of a nonemty setxare said to be pairwise
commuting if:
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(i) AAj :4Aii,j e 1L,2, ...,m|,
(ii) Bkh = BB*k,l e 1L,2, ...,n|,
(iii) Ai& = B*Aii e 11,2, ... ,ml and.k e 11,2, ...

Our theorems involve the class (D of all mappings rp

@) 0 is continuous and nondecreasing on [0,1];
@) 0@) > x for all x e (0, 1).

,nl.
: [0, 1] -+ [0, 1] satisffing the following properties:

We note that if 0 e O, then d(1) = 1 and that 0@) 2 rVx e [0,1].

2 I COMMON FIXED POINTS IN FUZZY METRIC.LIKE SPACES

We begin with the following lemma, which is most crucial to prove our results. This lemma shows the relation between
property (E.A.) and common property (E.A.).

Lemmal. Letf,g,sandTbefourselfmappingsofafix4tmetric-likespace(X,F,*)satisfyingthefollowingconditions:

1. the pair (f,S) (or (S,T)) satisfies the property (EA.),
2. f(x) c 16) @r s(E c s(x))
3.g(y")convergesforeverysequencelynlinXwhenarcrTgt)converges(orfQt)convergesforeverysequence{ynlin

X whenever SQt ) converges)

4. for allx,y e X, t > O andfor some Q e cD;

F ( .f x, gy, r) > d(min { F (Sx, T y, t), F (gy, T y, t), F ( f x, Sx, t), F ( f x, T y, t),

F(Sx, gy, ,) )), ............... .....................(2.1.1)

then the pairs (f, E and (9, T) share the common property (EA.).

Proof, Since the pair (f S1 enjoys the property (E.A.), there exists a sequence {xn } inXsuch that

!*r( f'",r, I) = I = j!gF(sxn,z, r)

for some z e Xand by (FML-2) we get

li]*f*, = ,li1gs'n - z, for some z € x'

Sinceflx)cT(x),thereforeforeach{xn}thereexists{yn}inxsuchthatfrn=Tln.Therefore,rlim/x, =!*Tyn=r.
Thus,in allwehavefxn --+ 7,Sxn -+ zand.Dn + Z.Now,weassertthat lim F(gyn,z,t) - L.Ifnot, thenusingiondition
(2.1.1) and (3), we have

F(fxn,gyn,t) ) f(min{F(Sxr,Tyn,t),F(gyn,Tyn,t),F(fxr,Sxn,t),F(fxn,Tyr,t),

using n -, m, we obtain the inequality

F (2, 
li:*sv ^, 

t) > o { r e, }Wy ^, 
t) ) .

Now,if 0 < F(2, limn-- *tn,t) < 1 then (F(2, lirrln--8]n, t) > F(2, limn -*g!n,r), which is a contradiction. Therefore,
limr*-F(gyr,z,t) = 1 and by(FML-2),wegett = lirnn--gy, holds. Similarly, we can show that limn--F(?yn ,z,t) =
1, which shows that the pairs (f 

^9) 
and (g, ?) share the comrnon property (E.A.). !

Our next result is a cornmon fixed point theorem via common properfy (E.A.).

Theorem l. Let f, g, S and T be four self mappings of a fuzry metric-tike space (X, F, *) sattsfying the cond.ition (2.1.1).
Suppose that

1. the poirs (f, S) and (g,T) share the common property (EA.) o.nd
2. S(X) ond T(l) are closed subsets of X.
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Then, pair (f, S) as well as (g,7) have a coincidence point. Moreover, f, g, S and T have a unique ammon ftxed point in

X provided both the pairs (f, $ ond (9, T) are weakly compatible.

Prool Since the pairs (f, S) and (9, Q share the common property (E.A.), there exist lwo sequences {x, } and {yn } in
Xsuch that (V, > 0)

lj$<f*",r,O = limF(Sxn,z,t) = l$trt^,r,r) =,lSr(rrn,z,t) - L

for some z e X. Then, by (FML-2), we get

SinceS(X)isaclosedsubsetofX,thereforelimr--Sxr=zeS(X).Also,thereexistsapointueXsuchthatSu=2.
Now, we assert that F(fr, z, t) = 1. If not, then using condition (2. 1. 1), we have

F( f u, gy",r) > d(min{F(Su, T yn, t), F(gyo, Ty", t), F( f u, Su, t), F( f u, Tyn, t),

for all n e N. Using n -+ oo, one get

F( f u, z, t) > QIF( f u, z, t)|.
IfO<F(fu,2,1)<1,thenF(fu,z,t)>F(zfu,r),whichisacontradiction.Therefore,F(fu,z,f)=landby(FML-2),we
get 1= f4, so thatrt = z = Su. Hence, u is a coincidence point of the pair (f, S).

Since I(X1 is a closed subset of X therefore limr*-Ty, = z e T(X). Also, there exists a point w e X such that
TW = Z. Now, we assert that F(z,N,t) = 1. If not, then using condition (2.1.L),we have

F(f x",gw,r) 2 d(min{F(Sxr, TVu, t),F(Ew,TW,t),F(fxn,Sx",t),F(fx",T\,v,t),

for all n e N. Using n --, 6, one get

F (2, gw, t) > 0 lF Q, gw, t)|.
Ifo<F(z,gw,r)<l,thenF(s,gur,t)>F(z,gw,f),whichisacontradiction.Therefore,F(z,gw,f):landby(FML-2)
we get Z = gw, so that gw = Z = TW. Hence, w is a coincidence point of the pair (g, Q.

Since"lfu = Su and the pair (f, S) is weakly compatible, therefore/z - fSu : Sfu = Sz. Now we need to show that z
is a common fixed point of the pair (f ,$. fo accomplish this, we assert that F(ft , z, t) = 1. If not, then using condition
(2.L.1), we have

F(fz,gw,r) > @(min{F(Sz,TW,t),FGw,Tw,t),F(fz,Sz,t),F(fz,Tw,t),F(Sz,gw,t)l)

impllng thereby

F ( f z, z, r) > d(min{F( f z, z, t1, t, L, F ( f z, z, t), F ( f z, z, t)l).

One get

F(.f z,z,t) > Q{F(f z,z,t)\.

If.0 < F(f'z,z,I) < 1, then F(f7,,2,t) > F(ft.,2,r), which is a contradiction. Therefore, F([.2,2,/) = 1 and by (FML-2), we
getfz = z, which shows that z is a common fixed point of the pair (f, S).

AIso gw = TW and the pair G, 7) is weakly compatible, therefore gz = gTW - Ty = Se. Next, we show that z is a
common fixed point of the pair G, I). To do this, we assert that F(z,gz,f) = 1. If not, then using condition (2.1.1), we
have

F(f u,gz,r) > d(min{F(Su,k,t),F@z,k,t),F(f u,Su,t),F(fu,k,t),F(Su,gz,t)l)
implying thereby

F (2, gz, t) > S(min { F (ga, z, t), t, t, F Gz, z, t), F @2, z, t) l).
One get

F(2, t!2., t) > Q lF (gz, z, t)|.
rf0<F(z,gz,f)<1,thenF(s,g,,t)>F(z,gz,r),whichisacontradiction.Therefore,F(Z,K,r)=landby(FML-2),we
get g7 = 3, which shows that z is a common fixed point of the pair G, T).

uniqueness of the common fixed point is an easy consequence of the condition (2.1.1) in view of the condition 4lr.

!
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Remark2.l. Theorem 1 generalizes relevant results contained in the previous studieslo,lr,2t and some others to fuzzy
metric-like spaces. Our results can also be viewed as fuzry metric-like version of some metric fixed point theorems
contained in Ali and Imdad.3a

Theorem2. TheconclusionsofTheoremlremaintrueifthecondition(II)(ofTheoreml)isreplocedbyfollowing:(II')
f <n . 1(0{) and g(n c s(x).

As a corollary of Theorem 2, we can have the following result, which is also a variant of Theorem l.

Corollary L. The conclusions of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 remoin true tf the conditions (II)(of Theorem 1) and (If)(of
Theorem 2) are replacedby the following: (Il') frn and g(X) are closed subset of X providedfiXl c T(n and g(X) c S(X).

Theorem3. Letf,g,SandTbefourselfmappingsofafuzpmetric-likespace(X,F,*)satisfyingthecondition(2.1.1).
Suppose thot

1. the pair (f,D (or (g, T)) satisfies the property (E.A.),

2. fln c T(x) (or g(E c S(E) and
3. S(X) (or T(X)) is a closed subset ofX.

Then, pair (f, S) as well oJ (9, 7) have a coincidence point. Moreover, f, g, S and T have a unique common fixed point in
X provided that the pairs (f, S) and (g, T) are weakly compatible.

Proof, In view of Lemma l, the pairs (f .9) and (9, Q share the common property (E.A.), ie, there exist two sequences

{xn} and {y,} inXsuch that (V, > 0)

l$(t*,,r, t) = limF(sx,,z,t) = l$G'r,,r,r) = J$F(ry,,z,t) = 1.

for some e € X. Then, by (FML-2), we get

lllfr, = ,llgSxn = nl$Bln = l!*Tr" = ,, for some z e X.

As S(X) is a closed subset of X on the lines of Theorem 1, one can show that the pair (f .9) has a point of coincidence,
sayu,ie,fu: z= Stt. SinceflX) c f(n andfu eflX} there existsw e Xzuch thatz= Iu = Tlu. Now, we assert that
F(z,gw, f) = 1. If not, then using condition (2.L.L),we have

F ( f x", Ew, r) > d(min { F (Sxn, TW, t), F (W, TW, t), F ( f xr, Sxn, t), F ( f xr, TW, t),

On making use of n --+ oo, one get

F(2, gw, r) > d(min { 1, F (Cw, z, t), r, L, F(2, gw, t)l).

F(2, gw, t) > O{F(z,sw, t)}.

lf O < FQ,,gw,,) < 1, thenF(2,gw, t) > F(2,gw,/), which isacontradiction. Therefore,F(2,gw,t) = t andby(FML-2),
we get z- gle. Hence, gw = z = T\tr. So that, wis a coincidence point of the pair (g, T). Therest of the proof canbe
completed on the lines of Theorem L.

By choosingJ, g, S, and T suitably, one can deduce corollaries for a pair of mappings. 
tr

Corollary 2' Let f and S be two self mappings of a fuzg metric-tike spoce (X, F,,*) satisfying the following conditions:

1. the pair (f,S) sorisTtes the property (E.A),
2. S(n is a closed subset ofX and
3. Yx,y e X, t > 0 andfor some g e e

F(f x, f y,r) ) @(min{F(Sx,Sy, t),F(f y,Sy,t),F(fx,Sx,t),F(fx,Sy,t)l),
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F(Sx, f y,r)),................ ...................(2.L.2)

Then, pair (f S) hos a coincidence point. Moreover f and S have a unique common fixed point in X provided that the
pair (f, g is weakly compatible.

Remark 2.2. Above corollary extends and generalizes certain relevant results involving pair of mappings from the
existing literature (eg, the previous studiesT,r0'r1,r3,14,2r).

As an application of Theorem 1, we can have the following result for four finite families of self mappings.

Ttreorem4. Let{fr,fr,...,f^1,{gt,gz,...,gpl,{Sr,52,...,S,} and{Tl,T2,...,Trlbefourfinitefomitiesofselfmap-
ptngsofafuz4tmetric-likespace(X,F,*)withf=frfr...f^,g=ggz...gp,S=SrSz...SnandT=TtTz...Trsatisfying
condition(2.1.1) and the pairs (f, S) and (g,T) share the commonproperty (E.A).If S(X) and T(X) ore closed subsets of X,
then the poir (f,$ ond{6,7) have a coincidence point eoch.

Moreover, f,, Sy, g, and T1, have a unique commonftxed point provided the pairs of fomilies (lf,l, {Sr }) ond ({g,}, { ?r })
commutepairwise,where i€ {1,...,m\,ke {1,...,n!,re {f,...,p} andte {f, ...,q}.

Proof. Proof follows on the lines of the corresponding result contained in Imdad et a1.33

By settingfi = fz = ... = f^ = G,gr = g2 =
Theorem 4, we deduce the following:

D

=Tg=Jin= gp =I{,Sr = Sz = ... = S, = /andf1 = Tz =

Corollary 3. Let G,H,I and I be four self mappings of a fuzp metic-like space (X,F,*), m,n,p and q are positive
integers. If pairs (Gn,() and (IP,J\ share the common property (EA.) and satisfyingthe conditionYx,y e X,t > o ond
forsomeQeQ

F(G^x,Hpy,r) ) @(min{F(Inx,Jqy,t),F(Hpy,Jqy,t),F(Gmx,Inx,t),F(Gmx,Jqy,t),

Further, if f (n oillq(X) are closed subsets of X, then G,H,I andlhave ouniquecommonfixedpoint providedGl = IG
andHl: JH.

Now, we state and prove Grabiec type common fixed point theorem for four self mappings in a fuzzy metric-like space
F satisfying the property (FML - 6):

limF(x,y, r) = 1.

The following lemma is an easy consequence of the properf (FML - 6)i

Lemma2. Let(x,F,*)beafuzpmetric-likespocesatisying(FML-6).If F(x,y,kt) Z F(x,y,t)forallx,y ex,t> o
andforsomek € (0, 1), thenx=y.

Theorem 5. Let f,g,S and T be four self mappings of a fuzp metic-like spoce (X,F,*) satisfying (FML - 6). If the
conditions (1) and(2) ofTheorem t holds andfor allx,y e X,t > 0 andfor some k e (0,1)

F(f x,gy,kt) > min{F(Sx, Ty,t),F(f y,Sy,t),F(gx,Tx,t),F(f x,Ty,t),

F(Sx, gy, ,)), ................ ...................(2.t.4)

Then, the pair (f, S) as well as G 7) have a coincidence point. Moreover,,[ g, s and T have a unique common fixed point
in Xprovided both the pairs (f, S1 and (g, T) are weakly compatible.

Proof. rn view of (I), there exist two sequences {x, } and {yn } in X such that (v, > 0)

lyjF ( f xn, z, r) = jgXF(sx,, z, t) = lig.F tc, 
^, 

r,r) = Jgr(ry n, z, t) - |
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for some z e X. Then by (FML-2), we get

lg*/r, = l*sr, = jggSr, = lig-Ttn 
: r, for some z e x.

SinceS(DisaclosedsubsetofXthereforelimr-*Sxr=zeS(X).Also,thereexistsapointueXsuchthatSu=2.
Now, we assert that/u = Su. Using condition (2.1.4), we have

F(f u,gy",kr) > min{F(Su,Tyn,t),F(fu,Su,t),F(gyn,Tyn,t),F(fu,Tyn,t),F(Su,gyn,t)l

for all n e N. On making r! --) oor one get

F( f u, su, kt) > min { 1, F( / u, su, t), L, F( f u, su, t), Ll

or

F(f u,Su,kt) > F(f u,Su,t).

In view of Lemma 2, we get/u = Su, which shows that u is a coincidence point of the pair (f, S1.

Since (X) isalsoaclosedsubsetofX thereforelimn--Tyn =zeT(X).Also, thereexists apointw eXsuchthat
T\v = Z. To accomplish that gw = z, using condition (2.1.4),we have

F ( f u, gw, kr) > min {F( Su, TW, t), F Gw, T\u, t), F ( f u, Su, t), F ( f u, Tw, t),

and

F (2, gw, kt) 2 min{ 1, l, F @w, z, t), L, F (1, gw, t), | = F Q, gw, t).

Appealing again to Lemma 2,we get gw = zand hence ?Itr = gw = z. This shows thatwu is a coincidence point of the
pair (9, T).

As-fu = Su and the pair (f,,91 is weakly compatible, thereforeft = lSu - Sfu = Sz. Using condition (2.1.4), we have

F(fz,gw,kt) > min{F(sz, Tw,t),F(fz,sz,t),FGWLTw,t),F(f z,Tw,t),F(sz,gw,t)l

or

F(f z,z,k ) > min{F( f z,z,t1,L,L,F(f z,z,t),F(f z,z,t)l = F(f 7,7,t).

By Lemma 2,wehave f7 = 3, which shows that z is a a common fixed point of/and S. Since the pair (g, ?) is weak
compatible therefore !!Z = Tz, then using (2.1.a) and Lemma 2. one can easily show that z remains common fixed
point of g and T. Hence, both pairs (f S) as well as G, 7) have common fixed point a. Uniqueness of the common fixed
point z is an easy consequence of the condition (2.I.4). tr

Remork 2.2. Notice that results similar to Theorems 2.2-2.4 and Corollaries2.L-2.3 can also be outlined in respect of
contraction condition (2.1.4)infuzzy metic-like space, but we omit the details because of repetition.

Now, we furnish an example to demonstratingthevalidityof the hypotheses and degree of generalityof ourTheorem
1 over the majority of earlier results proved till date with rare possible exceptions.

Byernple 4. Let(X,F,*) be a fuzzymetic-likespacewhereinX= [0, l], a * b = abwith

x(v:
y<x

Define mappingsJ g, S and T on Xby

(4it
F(x,y,t)=tIo

1

l
2

if xet0,1lnQ
if x4[0,1]nQ'

1 if x€[0,1]nQ

i it ,€to,llne
.f (x) = { g(x) =

LEY!
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S(x) =
1if xe[0,1]nQ
0if xE[0,1]nQ and T(x) =

Then, /(X) = {1,:l ( lo,1} = SOC) andg(D = tl, l} C {1,0} = r(x).
Now, if we takex e [0,1] n Qandy E t0,11 n Q, then (for allAy e Xand f > 0)we have

F( f x,gy, t) > d (min {F(Sx, Ty, t), FGy,Ty,t), F( f x, Sx,t),F( fx,Ty, t),F(Sx,gy,t)l)

Fe, l,r) > d (min {r<r, o, t), Fe4, o,0, F(l, 1,,), F(1, 0, O, r<r, 
}, O } )

| >o(-i"{o,o,r,o,f })
= @(0) = 0,

whichistrueforallf > 0(here Q@) > xVx e [0, 1]). Hence, alltheconditionsof Theorem l aresatisfiedandl asthe
common fixed point of the all mappings.
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